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Improving Business
Registration Across Africa
Providing Easy Access to
Construction Permits in Kigali
Processing and obtaining a construction
permit in Kigali, Rwanda, used to be a long,
expensive and tedious process as architectural
documentation, often amounting to boxes full,
had to be submitted physically to the processing
office. However, architects in the city can now
make use of an electronic system to submit their
documentation, where processing, approval and
issuing of permits are all efficiently conducted
online.

Business Registration and Licensing,
a Note From Our CEO
Businesses, especially in the SME sector, often do not
have the time or resources to commit to lengthy and
cumbersome business registration processes. We have
partnered with several African countries to facilitate
a move toward online registration systems to reduce
delays, which helps the private sector focus on what
really matters to them - their businesses.
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The Importance of Business
Registration and Licensing
The formalisation of African economies can be
greatly facilitated by streamlining processes of
business registration and licensing. This not only
helps the private sector flourish by reducing
barriers to starting new businesses or expanding,
but also helps the economy by boosting job
creation and investor confidence.

How the Reduction of Red
Tape Bolsters Business
Registration and Licensing
Processes
ICF’s interventions that facilitate improvements
to contract enforcement in Africa cover three
main aspects: the establishment of commercial
courts, establishment of alternative dispute
resolution mechanisms and judiciary reform.
Find out how our projects are making a difference
in this area by following the link below.

ICF Activity Map: Business
Registration and Licensing
As of December 2014, ICF had 12 completed
and ongoing projects in eight countries
across Africa in the business registration
and licensing sector.
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Providing Easy Access to Construction
Permits in Kigali
Like for any business owner, time for Kefa Angwenyi is
money. And wasted time means wasted money – and
wasted opportunities. As the Managing Director of an
architectural firm called Neocracft, the ability to plan
construction projects and deliver to clients on an agreed
timeframe is crucial.
The Investment Climate Facility for Africa (ICF) and the
City of Kigali are helping businesses like Neocraft to do
just that. With assistance from ICF, the City of Kigali
has introduced an online system that enables businesses,
and individuals, to process their construction permits
online. This means they can submit applications, upload
all their drawings and other required documentation,
and receive their permits through one online portal
called the Construction Permit Management Information
System (CPMIS).
Prior to the introduction of the new system, processing
and obtaining a construction permit was a long, expensive and tedious process. Architects had to print
all their drawings and physically submit them to the City of Kigali district offices or the One Stop
Centre for processing and approval. While the number of drawings required for residential buildings
are few, commercial buildings require numerous drawings, including site analysis, structural layouts,
and even layouts for building services like storm water, telecommunications and safety measures. All
documents had to be submitted in four copies. Architects often had to deliver their drawings in boxes.
“It was a lot of documentation and it was expensive,” said Mr. Angwenyi. “The drawings had to be
printed in large format so the details can be seen properly. You could easily spend $1,000 on the
printing alone. And if you make a mistake, you have to do the printing all over again. Sometimes it was
cheaper for me to fly to Kenya, spend the night there, print and fly back to Kigali.”
Once the application was submitted it was difficult to predict how long it would take to get the
construction permit. “There was no turn-around time promised,” said Mr. Angwenyi. “You didn’t know
whether you would be getting feedback in a year or in two months. You couldn’t plan with clients. You
only hoped that you would pressure the people at the City of Kigali and they would find time to look
at your work and respond to you.”
This had implications on his ability to deliver projects on time and, therefore, to get paid. “When
projects delay, we get a very direct effect. Clients lose interest. When they have to wait for a long time
for permits, they don’t hold their money; they get into the next best venture. So if we promise them to
start building in 3 months and 2 years later we are still going in circles, they lose interest and go into
other things.”
The ability to process construction permits online has changed all this, thanks to the new CPMIS.
Construction permits for residential and commercial buildings can now be obtained in less than 20
days. If all documents are in order, it is possible to get a permit in 7 days. This assurance makes it
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easier for architects to deliver their construction projects predictably and to stay within their time
limits. It also helps to boost their credibility with their clients.
Patrick Arinawe, an Urban Planner at the City of Kigali, is excited about the new CPMIS and what it
means for their clients. “The system is enabling businesses to save both time and money. Applications
for construction permits can now be done anytime and all necessary drawings and documentations
uploaded electronically. Printing has become a thing of the past. Business also do not have to spend
time following up on their applications. The system tracks the application process from submission to
delivery of permits and clients can track this at any time. When issues occur, the system automatically
provides feedback to the architect enabling them to do corrective measures to parts of their
application even as the rest of it is being processed,” he said.
The system has an added benefit for Mr. Angwenyi because it enables him to communicate better
with the people reviewing his application. “It makes us more like partners. Now you know the person
looking at your project, you know his concerns, you can discuss. And if you agree with him you know
that you are done with that portion of the application and you can move forward.”
Mr. Angwenyi’s firm has processed more than 50 applications between February 2013 when the new
construction permit system was rolled out and February 2015. Of those, more than 80% were granted
construction permits.
“We are very happy with the intervention. The system is fair, simple and easy to deal with. It’s
something that we can plan with. When we tell the client seven days we tell them with confidence
because if the request has not been responded to in seven days there usually is an explanation for it,”
Mr. Angwenyi said.
“The City of Kigali’s vision is to become the Center of Urban Excellence in Africa,” Mr. Arinawe said.
“The online construction permit system is greatly contributing to this vision by increasing investment
in the construction and urbanization sectors, which are key pillars for the realization of the ultimate
vision.”

The Importance of Business Registration and
Licensing
Business registration and licensing is an important
conduit to creating a thriving and robust business sector.
It enables businesses, particularly small ones, to gain
access to funding and to certain protections by the law. It
also helps formalize the economy as registered businesses
pay tax and deliver other important benefits to the
economy, like job creation.
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) noted in its
Reforming Business Registration report published in 2013
that: “The private sector, through investment and job
creation, plays a crucial role in a country’s fight against
poverty. Where an effective private sector is lacking,
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business registration reform has been shown to be one of the essential first steps toward fostering
private-sector growth. The easier, faster, and cheaper the business registration process becomes, the
higher the number of businesses in an economy.”
In a blog titled Facilitating the Growth of Small Businesses in Africa that we published in February
we explored the importance of the small business sector in Africa, citing the significant percentage of
jobs that this sector is responsible for. We noted for example that in South Africa the small business
sector employs 60 percent of the labour force and contributes approximately 34 percent of the
country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). In Ghana this sector contributes 70 percent of GDP and over
92 percent of businesses in the country. Given this importance, ensuring that a small business can be
registered correctly and timeously is an imperative.
The reality is that business registration and licensing processes in many African countries use
outdated, paper-based systems that require too many procedures to complete. This creates a lot
of bureaucracy and delays, and makes the process costly and time consuming for businesses.
Cumbersome systems also pose the danger of discouraging smaller entrepreneurs and microenterprises from registering, and therefore legalizing, their activities.
In its report, the IFC highlights the need for countries to use one-stop shops, which is a single point
for processing business registration, as well as the use of technology in modernizing and streamlining
business registration processes. “Formation of one-stop shops has proven to be a successful way of
facilitating business startups and cutting both bureaucracy and costs. The leveraging of modern
technology, such as the introduction of online systems, has also allowed many countries to improve the
efficiency of firm incorporation,” the IFC’s report states.
For the past nine years, ICF has been helping African countries to improve their business registration
and licensing systems. This work has centered around the introduction of new technologies to help
automate, streamline and speed up the processes and procedures related to business registration and
licensing. The aim of ICF’s interventions is to help reduce the costs and time that a business person
spends registering their business or obtaining necessary licenses. Through this support, business
registration and licensing processes that used to take, in some cases, months, now take a matter of
days or hours to complete.
In our next blog we will unpack the various successes ICF projects have achieved in the business
registration and licensing field and highlight the work that we are doing, together with our partners,
across the African continent.

How The Reduction of Red Tape Bolsters Business
Registration and Licensing Processes
ICF partners with governments across Africa to improve the business environment in partner
countries. In our previous blog we explored the importance of contract enforcement in terms of
meeting this objective and the various ways in which we achieve this. In this blog we will explore
various case studies of work that ICF has completed on contract enforcement.
ICF’s 19 contract enforcement projects span across Africa, from Burkina Faso in the west to
Mauritius in the east. They also include support to regional organizations like the Organization for
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the Harmonization of Business Law in Africa
(OHADA) to help harmonize business laws that
affect its 17 member states.
Support to these projects focuses on three
main aspects of contract enforcement, namely
the establishment of commercial courts, the
establishment of alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms and judiciary reform. These
aspects are demonstrated in the case studies
below.
Working with the Chamber of Commerce of
Ivory Coast, ICF is currently helping to promote
the practice of arbitration and mediation in the
country. Focused on small businesses, the project will improve contract enforcement in the country
by promoting an alternative avenue for businesses to resolve commercial disputes. The project is
expected to reduce the time from filing a case to judgement from 180 days to 100 days.
In Burkina Faso we worked with Government and the local Chamber of Commerce to increase the
quality and speed of commercial dispute resolution. This project saw the introduction of commercial
courts in two of the country’s major cities and included specialisation of judges and magistrates
on commercial issues. The project also introduced a legal framework for transparent, streamlined
and modernised judicial procedures. A total of 11 Judges and 20 consultant judges have received
specialisation in commercial matters. As a result of the project, the time taken to resolve a commercial
dispute has gone down, from 446 days in 2009 to 174 days in 2012. ICF has helped to establish
commercial courts in other countries in Africa, including Rwanda, Sierra Leone and Togo.
In Mali, we helped to modernize and strengthen the country’s Centre of Conciliation and Arbitration
in an effort to reduce time, costs and uncertainties about commercial litigation in Mali. The project
reduced the time from trial to judgement of a commercial dispute from 860 days to 180 days. The
number of arbitration cases has increased significantly, from only two cases within three years
(2005 - 2008) to 19 cases within three months (March - May 2014). We are now working with Mali’s
Chamber of Commerce and Industry to promote the use of arbitration and mediation in resolving
commercial disputes. This second project will promote Mali’s Centre of Arbitration and Conciliation
(CECAM), reinforce CECAM’s internal capacity, introduce mediation and increase the acceptance of
arbitration within the judicial community. Similar alternate dispute resolution projects have been
completed in Togo and are underway in Nigeria and Rwanda.
In terms of modernizing judiciary systems, we have completed a number of projects in several
countries. These include Zambia, Tanzania and Mauritius. In Zambia, we worked with the Government
to introduce a modern information management system in order to reduce the time it takes to resolve
a case, improve security and access to case files, increase transparency, and reduce the backlog
of pending cases. As a result of the project, 13 Registries were modernized with electronic case
and record management systems that have enabled the digitisation of over 10,000 court records,
eliminating instances of record misplacements. Additionally, 10 courtrooms were computerized
with real time digital transcription and audio backup. This enables court reporters to capture court
proceedings and transmit them on screens in the courtroom so that everyone in the courtroom can
see what is written.
Similarly in Mauritius we worked with the Government to modernize the Mauritius Supreme Court.
A Mediation Division has been established in the Supreme Court to deal with all commercial cases
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first before going to full trial. A Fast Track has also been set up in the Commercial Division of the
Supreme Court to hear and judge cases within 36 days. With ICF support, the duration of full trials for
commercial cases is expected to reduce from 180 to 100 days.
All of these projects have provided the private sector the ability to resolve commercial disputes
quickly and cost effectively, and have had real effects on the various partner countries’ investment
climate – ensuring that contract enforcement becomes an important contributor to the country’s
economic prosperity. We will continue to work with partner governments to remove barriers to
contract enforcement across the continent.

In Next Month’s Edition...
Financial Markets and Capacity Building
Next month we will explore the importance of financial markets and their potential for
contributing to the expansion of the private sector in Africa. We will also examine the
importance of capacity building and the role it plays in increasing the ability of both the
public and private sectors to function efficiently.

ICF Funding and Support
ICF provides a unique partnership between the private sector, African governments and
development organisations to deliver a better investment climate for Africa. We continue to
seek additional funds to enable us to increase the scope and impact of our work.
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